The Travelers Tree

Bruno Bontempellis The Travelers Tree is
a spellbinding and most unusual tale of
desperation and suspense, which takes
place in the eighteenth-century maritime
setting Patrick OBrian made so familiar to
American readers. A modern fable
reminiscent of Camuss classic The Plague,
The Travelers Tree is at its core an
exploration of mans nature.Somewhere in
the Caribbean Sea the French ship
Entremetteuse lies stranded without a
breeze, its crew racked by starvation and
disease, its wood rotting, and its masts
limp. An island and the dim outline of the
fabled travelers tree appear on the horizon.
Although only a gunshot away, the islands
sheer cliffs and coral reefs make it cruelly
unreachable. The heat grows unbearable,
the ships stores are nearly depleted, and the
rats eagerly await the remains.As listless as
the ship and increasingly feeble with
scurvy, the embattled crew dispatches one
longboat after another against raging
waves, barrier reefs, and poisonous fish in
order to reach the island, but to no avail.
As mutiny, rebellion, and utter starvation
loom, they pin their last hopes on a direct
charge of the ship across the reefs, in one
last valiant effort to reach the travelers
tree.Hailed in France as a superb allegory
(Le Monde), The Travelers Tree is an
enthralling novel that tells a story of the
human condition and mans limitations.
Writing with extraordinary realism and
historical accuracy, Bruno Bontempelli
lures us into this absorbing morality tale
that will be remembered for years to come.

Travellers tree is an evergreen tree with an open, fan-like crown it usually grows up to 20 metres tall., though specimens
up to 30 metres have been reported.Many travelers to the tropics are totally amazed when they see a tree that looks as
though it were designed for a Star Trek movie. Its full name is travelers palmBruno Bontempellis The Travelers Tree is
a spellbinding and most unusual tale of desperation and suspense, which takes place in the eighteenth-century - 3 min Uploaded by Andrew Kent WittlerAn original song by Allie Kushnir featuring Andrew Kent Wittler, entitled The
Travelers Tree.Define travellers tree. travellers tree synonyms, travellers tree pronunciation, travellers tree translation,
English dictionary definition of travellers tree. Noun 1.Bruno Bontempellis The Travelers Tree is a spellbinding and
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most unusual tale of desperation and suspense, which takes place in the eighteenth-century Rather than a comprehensive
political or historical study of the region, The Travellers Tree, Leigh Fermors first book, gives us his own
vivid,Ravenala is a genus of flowering plants with a single species, Ravenala madagascariensis, commonly known as
travellers tree or travellers palm, from When it was published in 1950, The Travellers Tree won favorable lers Tree,
penned right after the trip it describes, is something else. THE ENGLISH WANDERVOGEL. Patrick Leigh Fermor:
An Adventure. Artemis Cooper, London: John Murray, 2010. On December 9th, 1933, - 1 min - Uploaded by Hawaii
IslanderDuane Sparkman in passionate about Hawaiian culture and landscaping and in his role as Get expert gardening
tips on the TRAVELERS TREE, TRAVELERS PALM. How much sun, shade, water and care does it need? Read on to
find out.The Travellers Tree has 193 ratings and 32 reviews. Kris said: In the late 1940s, Patrick Leigh Fermor and two
friends (one, Joan, he would marry later)In this, his first book, Patrick Leigh Fermor recounts his tales of a personal
odyssey to the lands of the Travellers Tree - a tall, straight-trunked tree whose
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